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Abstract
Translating text from diverse sources
poses a challenge to current machine
translation systems which are rarely
adapted to structure beyond corpus level.
We explore topic adaptation on a diverse
data set and present a new bilingual vari-
ant of Latent Dirichlet Allocation to com-
pute topic-adapted, probabilistic phrase
translation features. We dynamically in-
fer document-specific translation proba-
bilities for test sets of unknown origin,
thereby capturing the effects of document
context on phrase translations. We show
gains of up to 1.26 BLEU over the base-
line and 1.04 over a domain adaptation
benchmark. We further provide an anal-
ysis of the domain-specific data and show
additive gains of our model in combination
with other types of topic-adapted features.
1 Introduction
In statistical machine translation (SMT), there has
been a lot of interest in trying to incorporate in-
formation about the provenance of training exam-
ples in order to improve translations for specific
target domains. A popular approach are mixture
models (Foster and Kuhn, 2007) where each com-
ponent contains data from a specific genre or do-
main. Mixture models can be trained for cross-
domain adaption when the target domain is known
or for dynamic adaptation when the target domain
is inferred from the source text under translation.
More recent domain adaptation methods employ
corpus or instance weights to promote relevant
training examples (Matsoukas et al., 2009; Fos-
ter et al., 2010) or do more radical data selection
based on language model perplexity (Axelrod et
al., 2011). In this work, we are interested in the
dynamic adaptation case, which is challenging be-
cause we cannot tune our model towards any spe-
cific domain.
In previous literature, domains have often been
loosely defined in terms of corpora, for exam-
ple, news texts would be defined as belonging to
the news domain, ignoring the specific content of
news documents. It is often assumed that the data
within a domain is homogeneous in terms of style
and vocabulary, though that is not always true in
practice. The term topic on the other hand can
describe the thematic content of a document (e.g.
politics, economy, medicine) or a latent cluster in a
topic model. Topic modelling for machine transla-
tion aims to find a match between thematic context
and topic clusters. We view topic adaptation as
fine-grained domain adaptation with the implicit
assumption that there can be multiple distributions
over translations within the same data set. If these
distributions overlap, then we expect topic adapta-
tion to help separate them and yield better trans-
lations than an unadapted system. Topics can be
of varying granularity and are therefore a flexi-
ble means to structure data that is not uniform
enough to be modelled in its entirety. In recent
years there have been several attempts to integrat-
ing topical information into SMT either by learn-
ing better word alignments (Zhao and Xing, 2006),
by adapting translation features cross-domain (Su
et al., 2012), or by dynamically adapting lexical
weights (Eidelman et al., 2012) or adding sparse
topic features (Hasler et al., 2012).
We take a new approach to topic adaptation by
estimating probabilistic phrase translation features
in a completely Bayesian fashion. The motivation
is that automatically identifying topics in the train-
ing data can help to select the appropriate transla-
tion of a source phrase in the context of a docu-
ment. By adapting a system to automatically in-
duced topics we do not have to trust data from a
given domain to be uniform. We also overcome
the problem of defining the level of granularity for
domain adaptation. With more and more training
data automatically extracted from the web and lit-
tle knowledge about its content, we believe this
is an important area to focus on. Translation of
web sites is already a popular application for MT
systems and could be helped by dynamic model
adaptation. We present results on a mixed data
set of the TED corpus, parts of the Commoncrawl
corpus which contains crawled web data and parts
of the News Commentary corpus which contains
Figure 1: Phrasal LDA model for inference on
training data.
documents about politics and economics. We be-
lieve that the broad range of this data set makes it a
suitable testbed for topic adaptation. We focus on
translation model adaptation to learn how words
and phrases translate in a given document-context
without knowing the origin of the document. By
learning translations over latent topics and com-
bining several topic-adapted features we achieve
improvements of more than 1 BLEU point.
2 Bilingual topic models over phrase
pairs
Our model is based on LDA and infers topics
as distributions over phrase pairs instead of over
words. It is specific to machine translation in that
the conditional dependencies between source and
target phrases are modelled explicitly, and there-
fore we refer to it as phrasal LDA. Topic distribu-
tions learned on a training corpus are carried over
to tuning and test sets by running a modified in-
ference algorithm on the source side text of those
sets. Translation probabilities are adapted sepa-
rately to each source text under translation which
makes this a dynamic topic adaptation approach.
In the following we explain our approach to topic
modelling with the objective of estimating better
phrase translation probabilities for data sets that
exhibit a heterogeneous structure in terms of vo-
cabulary and style. The advantage from a mod-
elling point of view is that unlike with mixture
models, we avoid sparsity problems that would
arise if we treated documents or sets of documents
as domains and learned separate models for them.
2.1 Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)
LDA is a generative model that learns latent top-
ics in a document collection. In the original
formulation, topics are multinomial distributions
over words of the vocabulary and each docu-
ment is assigned a multinomial distribution over
topics (Blei et al., 2003). Our goal is to learn
topic-dependent phrase translation probabilities
and hence we modify this formulation by replac-
ing words with phrase pairs. This is straightfor-
ward when both source and target phrases are ob-
served but requires a modified inference approach
when only source phrases are observed in an un-
known test set. Different from standard LDA and
previous uses of LDA for MT, we define a bilin-
gual topic model that learns topic distributions
over phrase pairs. This allows us to model the
units of interest in a more principled way, without
the need to map per-word or per-sentence topics to
phrase pairs. Figure 1 shows a graphical represen-
tation of the following generative process.
For each of N documents in the collection
1. Choose topic distribution θd ∼ Dirichlet(α).
2. Choose the number of phrases pairs Pd in the
document, Pd ∼ Poisson(ζ).
3. For every position di in the document corre-
sponding to a phrase pair pd,i of source and
target phrase si and ti1:
(a) Choose a topic zd,i ∼Multinomial(θd).
(b) Conditioned on topic zd,i, choose a
source phrase sd,i ∼Multinomial(ψzd,i).
(c) Conditioned on zd,i and sd,i, choose tar-
get phrase td,i ∼Multinomial(φsd,i,zd,i).
α, β and γ are parameters of the Dirichlet dis-
tributions, which are asymmetric for k = 0. Our
inference algorithm is an implementation of col-
lapsed variational Bayes (CVB), with a first-order
Gaussian approximation (Teh et al., 2006). It has
been shown to be more accurate than standard VB
and to converge faster than collapsed Gibbs sam-
pling (Teh et al., 2006; Wang and Blunsom, 2013),
with little loss in accuracy. Because we have to
do inference over a large number of phrase pairs,
CVB is more practical than Gibbs sampling.
2.2 Overview of training strategy
Ultimately, we want to learn translation probabil-
ities for all possible phrase pairs that apply to a
given test document during decoding. Therefore,
topic modelling operates on phrase pairs as they
will be seen during decoding. Given word-aligned
parallel corpora from several domains, we extract
lists of per-document phrase pairs produced by the
extraction algorithm in the Moses toolkit (Koehn
et al., 2007) which contain all phrase pairs consis-
tent with the word alignment. We run CVB on the
set of all training documents to learn latent topics
without providing information about the domains.
1Parallel documents are modelled as bags of phrase pairs.
Using the trained model, CVB with modified in-
ference is run on all test documents with the set of
possible phrase translations that a decoder would
load from a phrase table before decoding. When
test inference has finished, we compute adapted
translation probabilities at the document-level by
marginalising over topics for each phrase pair.
3 Bilingual topic inference
3.1 Inference on training documents
The aim of inference on the training data is to
find latent topics in the distributions over phrase
pairs in each document.This is done by repeatedly
visiting all phrase pair positions in all documents,
computing conditional topic probabilities and up-
dating counts. To bias the model to cluster stop
word phrases in one topic, we place an asymmet-
ric prior over the hyperparameters2 as described in
(Wallach et al., 2009) to make one of the topics a
priori more probable in every document. We use
a fixed-point update (Minka, 2012) to update the
hyperparameters after every iteration. For CVB
the conditional probability of topic zd,i given the
current state of all variables except zd,i is
P(zd,i = k|z−(d,i),s, t,d,α,β,γ) ∝
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,t ]+β)
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,. ]+Ts ·β)
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,. ]+ γ)
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,. ]+S · γ)
·(Eqˆ[n−(d,i)d,k,. ]+α) (1)
where s and t are all source and target phrases in
the collection. n−(d,i).,k,s,t , n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,. and n
−(d,i)
d,k,. are cooc-
currence counts of topics with phrase pairs, source
phrases and documents respectively. Eqˆ is the
expectation under the variational posterior and in
comparison to Gibbs sampling where the posterior
would otherwise look very similar, counts are re-
placed by their means. n−(d,i).,k,. is a topic occurrence
count, Ts is the number of possible target phrases
for a given source phrase and S is the total num-
ber of source phrases. By modelling phrase trans-
lation probabilities separately as P(ti|si,zi = k, ..)
and P(si|zi = k, ..), we can put different priors on
these distributions. For example, we want a sparse
distribution over target phrases for a given source
phrase and topic to express our translation prefer-
ence under each topic. The algorithm stops when
the variational posterior has converged for all doc-
uments or after a maximum of 100 iterations.
3.2 Inference on tuning and test documents
To compute translation probabilities for tuning
and test documents where target phrases are not
2Omitted from the following equations for simplicity.
observed, the variational posterior is adapted as
shown in Equation 2
P(zd,i = k, ti, j|z−(d,i),s, t−(d,i),d,α,β,γ) ∝
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,t j ]+β)
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,. ]+Ts ·β)
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,s,. ]+ γ)
(Eqˆ[n
−(d,i)
.,k,. ]+S · γ)
·(Eqˆ[n−(d,i)d,k,. ]+α) (2)
which now computes the joint conditional prob-
ability of a topic k and a target phrase ti, j, given the
source phrase si and the test document d. There-
fore, the size of the support changes from K to
K ·Ts. While during training inference we compute
a distribution over topics for each source-target
pair, in test inference we can use the posterior to
marginalise out the topics and get a distribution
over target phrases for each source phrase.
We use the Moses decoder to produce lists of
translation options for each document in the tun-
ing and test sets. These lists comprise all phrase
pairs that will enter the search space at decod-
ing time. By default, only 20 target phrases per
source phrase are loaded from the phrase table,
so in order to allow for new phrase pairs to en-
ter the search space and for translation probabil-
ities to be computed more accurately, we allow
for up to 200 target phrases per source. For each
source sentence, we consider all possible phrase
segmentations and applicable target phrases. Un-
like in training, we do not iterate over all phrase
pairs in the list but over blocks of up to 200 target
phrases for a given source phrase. The algorithm
stops when all marginal translation probabilities
have converged though in practice we stopped ear-
lier to avoid overfitting.
3.3 Phrase translation probabilities
After topic inference on the tuning and test data,
the forward translation probabilities P(t|s,d) are
computed. This is done separately for every doc-
ument d because we are interested in the trans-
lation probabilities that depend on the inferred
topic proportions for a given document. For ev-
ery document, we iterate over source positions pd,i
and use the current variational posterior to com-
pute P(ti, j|si,d) for all possible target phrases by
marginalizing over topics:
P(ti, j|si,d) = ∑k P(zi = k, ti, j|z−(d,i),s, t−(d,i),d)
This is straightforward because during test in-
ference the variational posterior is normalised to
a distribution over topics and target phrases for
a given source phrase. If a source phrase oc-
curs multiple times in the same document, the
probabilities are averaged over all occurrences.
The inverse translation probabilities can be com-
puted analogously except that in cases where we
do not have variational posteriors for a given pair
of source and target phrases, an approximation is
needed. We omit the results here since our exper-
iments so far did not indicate improvements with
the inverse features included.
4 More topic-adapted features
Inspired by previous work on topic adaptation for
SMT, we add three additional topic-adapted fea-
tures to our model. All of these features make
use of the topic mixtures learned by our bilingual
topic model. The first feature is an adapted lexi-
cal weight, similar to the features in the work of
Eidelman et al. (2012). Our feature is different in
that we marginalise over topics to produce a single
adapted feature where v[k] is the kth element of a
document topic vector for document d and w(t|s,k)
is a topic-dependent word translation probability:
lex(t¯|s¯,d) =
|t|
∏
i
1
{ j|(i, j) ∈ a} ∑∀(i, j)∈a∑k
w(t|s,k) · v[k]︸ ︷︷ ︸
w(t|s)
(3)
The second feature is a target unigram feature
similar to the lazy MDI adaptation of Ruiz and
Federico (2012). It includes an additional term
that measures the relevance of a target word wi by
comparing its document-specific probability Pdoc
to its probability under the asymmetric topic 0:
trgUnigramst =
|t|
∏
i=1
f (
Pdoc(wi)
Pbaseline(wi)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
lazy MDI
· f ( Pdoc(wi)
Ptopic0(wi)
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
relevance
(4)
f (x) =
2
1+ 1x
, x > 0 (5)
The third feature is a document similarity fea-
ture, similar to the semantic feature described by
Banchs and Costa-jussà (2011):
docSimt = max
i
(1− JSD(vtrain doci ,vtest doc)) (6)
where vtrain_doci and vtest_doc are document topic
vector of training and test documents. Because
topic 0 captures phrase pairs that are common to
many documents, we exclude it from the topic
vectors before computing similarities.
4.1 Feature combination
We tried integrating the four topic-adapted fea-
tures separately and in all possible combinations.
As we will see in the results section, while all fea-
tures improve over the baseline in isolation, the
adapted translation feature P(t|s,d) is the strongest
feature. For the features that have a counterpart in
the baseline model (p(t|s,d) and lex(t|s,d)), we ex-
perimented with either adding or replacing them in
Data Mixed CC NC TED
Train 354K (6450) 110K 103K 140K
Dev 2453 (39) 818 817 818
Test 5664 (112) 1892 1878 1894
Table 1: Number of sentence pairs and documents
(in brackets) in the French-English data sets. The
training data has 2.7M English words per domain.
the log-linear model. We found that while adding
the features worked well and yielded close to zero
weights for their baseline counterparts after tun-
ing, replacing them yielded better results in com-
bination with the other adapted features. We be-
lieve the reason could be that fewer phrase table
features in total are easier to optimise.
5 Experimental setup
5.1 Data and baselines
Our experiments were carried out on a mixed
data set, containing the TED corpus (Cettolo et
al., 2012), parts of the News Commentary cor-
pus (NC) and parts of the Commoncrawl corpus
(CC) from the WMT13 shared task (Bojar et al.,
2013) as described in Table 1. We were guided
by two constraints in chosing our data set. 1) the
data has document boundaries and the content of
each document is assumed to be topically related,
2) there is some degree of topical variation within
each data set. In order to compare to domain adap-
tation approaches, we chose a setup with data from
different corpora. We want to abstract away from
adaptation effects that concern tuning of length
penalties and language models, so we use a mixed
tuning set containing data from all three domains
and train one language model on the concatenation
of (equally sized) target sides of the training data.
Word alignments are trained on the concatenation
of all training data and fixed for all models.
Our baseline (ALL) is a phrase-based French-
English system trained on the concatenation of
all parallel data. It was built with the Moses
toolkit (Koehn et al., 2007) using the 14 standard
core features including a 5gram language model.
Translation quality is evaluated on a large test set,
using the average feature weights of three optimi-
sation runs with PRO (Hopkins and May, 2011).
We use the mteval-v13a.pl script to compute case-
insensitive BLEU. As domain-aware benchmark
systems, we use the phrase table fill-up method
(FILLUP) of Bisazza et al. (2011) which pre-
serves the translation scores of phrases from the
IN model and the linear mixture models (LIN-
TM) of Sennrich (2012b) (both available in the
Moses toolkit). For both systems, we build sepa-
rate phrase tables for each domain and use a wrap-
per to decode tuning and test sets with domain-
specific tables. Both benchmarks have an advan-
Model Mixed CC NC TED
IN 26.77 18.76 29.56 32.47
ALL 26.86 19.61 29.42 31.88
Table 2: BLEU of in-domain and baseline models.
Model Avg JSD Rank1-diff
Ted-IN vs ALL 0.15 10.8%
CC-IN vs ALL 0.17 18.4%
NC-IN vs ALL 0.13 13.3%
Table 3: Average JSD of IN vs. ALL models.
Rank1-diff: % PT entries where preferred transla-
tion changes.
tage over our model because they are aware of do-
main boundaries in the test set. Further, LIN-TM
adapts phrase table features in both translation di-
rections while we only adapt the forward features.
Table 2 shows BLEU scores of the baseline sys-
tem as well as the performance of three in-domain
models (IN) tuned under the same conditions. For
the IN models, every portion of the test set is de-
coded with a domain-specific model. Results on
the test set are broken down by domain but also
reported for the entire test set (mixed). For Ted
and NC, the in-domain models perform better than
ALL, while for CC the all-domain model improves
quite significantly over IN.
5.2 General properties of the data sets
In this section we analyse some internal properties
of our three data sets that are relevant for adapta-
tion. All of the scores were computed on the sets
of source side tokens of the test set which were
limited to contain content words (nouns, verbs, ad-
jectives and adverbs). The test set was tagged with
the French TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994). The top of
Table 3 shows the average Jensen-Shannon diver-
gence (using log2, JSD ∈ [0,1]) of each in-domain
model in comparison to the all-domain model,
which is an indicator of how much the distribu-
tions in the IN model change when adding out-of-
domain data. Likewise, Rank1-diff gives the per-
centage of word tokens in the test set where the
preferred translation according to p(e| f ) changes
between IN and ALL. These are the words that
are most affected by adding data to the IN model.
Both numbers show that for Commoncrawl the IN
and ALL models differ more than in the other two
data sets. According to the JS divergence between
NC-IN and ALL, translation distibutions in the NC
phrase table are most similar to the ALL phrase
table. Table 4 shows the average JSD for each IN
model compared to a model trained on half of its
in-domain data. This score gives an idea of how
diverse a data set is, measured by comparing dis-
tributions over translations for source words in the
test set. According to this score, Commoncrawl
is the most diverse data set and Ted the most uni-
Model Avg JSD
Ted-half vs Ted-full 0.07
CC-half vs CC-full 0.17
NC-half vs NC-full 0.09
Table 4: Average JSD of in-domain models
trained on half vs. all of the data.
form. Note however, that these divergence scores
do not provide information about the relative qual-
ity of the systems under comparison. For CC,
the ALL model yields a much higher BLEU score
than the IN model and it is likely that this is due to
noisy data in the CC corpus. In this case, the high
divergence is likely to mean that distributions are
corrected by out-of-domain data rather than being
shifted away from in-domain distributions.
5.3 Topic-dependent decoding
The phrase translation probabilities and additional
features described in the last two sections are used
as features in the log-linear translation model in
addition to the baseline translation features. When
combining all four adapted features, we replace
P(t|s) and lex(t|s) by their adapted counterparts.
We construct separate phrase tables for each doc-
ument in the development and test sets and use a
wrapper around the decoder to ensure that each in-
put document is paired with a configuration file
pointing to its document-specific translation table.
Documents are decoded in sequence so that only
one phrase table needs to be loaded at a time. Us-
ing the wrapped decoder we can run parameter op-
timisation (PRO) in the usual way to get one set of
tuned weights for all test documents.
6 Results
In this section we present experimental results
with phrasal LDA. We show BLEU scores in com-
parison to a baseline system and two domain-
aware benchmark systems. We also evaluate
the adapted translation distributions by looking at
translation probabilities under specific topics and
inspect translations of ambiguous source words.
6.1 Analyis of bilingual topic models
We experimented with different numbers of top-
ics for phrasal LDA. The diagrams in Figure 2
shows blocks of training and test documents in
each of the three domains for a model with 20 top-
ics. Darker shading means that documents have
a higher proportion of a particular topic in their
document-topic distribution. The first topic is the
one that was affected by the asymmetric prior and
inspecting its most probable phrase pairs showed
that it had ’collected’ a large number of stop word
phrases. This explains why it is the topic that
is most shared across documents and domains.
Figure 2: Document-topic distributions for train-
ing (top) and test (bottom) documents, grouped by
domain and averaged into blocks for visualisation.
Topic 8 Topic 11
européenne→ european crise→ crisis
politiques→ political taux→ rate
politique→ policy financière→financial
intérêts→ interests monétaire→ monetary
Topic 14 Topic 19
hôtel→ hotel web→ web
plage→ beach utiliser→ use
situé→ located logiciel→ software
chambres→ bedrooms données→ data
Figure 3: Frequent phrase pairs in learned topics.
There is quite a clear horizontal separation be-
tween documents of different domains, for exam-
ple, topics 6, 8, 19 occur mostly in Ted, NC and
CC documents respectively. The overall structure
is very similar between training (top) and test (bot-
tom) documents, which shows that test inference
was successful in carrying over the information
learned on training documents. There is also some
degree of topic sharing across domains, for exam-
ple topics 4 and 15 occur in documents of all three
domains. Figure 3 shows examples of latent topics
found during inference on the training data. Topic
8 and 11 seem to be about politics and economy
and occur frequently in documents from the NC
corpus. Topic 14 contains phrases related to ho-
tels and topic 19 is about web and software, both
frequent themes in the CC corpus.
6.2 Comparison according to BLEU
In Table 5 we compare our topic-adapted features
when added separately to the baseline phrase ta-
ble. The inclusion of each feature improves over
the concatenation baseline but the combination
of all four features gives the best overall results.
Though the relative performance differs slightly
for each domain portion in the test set, overall the
adapted lexical weight is the weakest feature and
the adapted translation probability is the strongest
feature. We also performed feature ablation tests
and found that no combination of features was su-
perior to combining all four features. This con-
firms that the gains of each feature lead to additive
improvements in the combined model.
In Table 6 we compare topic-adapted models
Model Mixed CC NC TED
lex(e|f,d) 26.99 19.93 29.34 32.19
trgUnigrams 27.15 19.90 29.54 32.50
docSim 27.22 20.11 29.63 32.40
p(e|f,d) 27.31 20.23 29.52 32.58
All features 27.67 20.40 30.04 33.08
Table 5: BLEU scores of pLDA features (50 top-
ics), separately and combined.
Model Mixed CC NC TED
ALL -26.86 19.61 29.42 31.88
3 topics -26.95 19.83 29.46 32.02
5 topics *27.48 19.98 29.94 33.04
10 topics *27.65 20.34 29.99 33.14
20 topics *27.63 20.39 29.93 33.09
50 topics *27.67 20.40 30.04 33.08
100 topics *27.65 20.54 30.00 32.90
>ALL +0.81 +0.93 +0.62 +1.26
Table 6: BLEU scores of baseline and topic-
adapted systems (pLDA) with all 4 features and
largest improvements over baseline.
with varying numbers of topics to the concatena-
tion baseline. We see a consistent gain on all do-
mains when increasing the number of topics from
three to five and ten topics. This is evidence that
the number of domain labels is in fact smaller
than the number of underlying topics. The opti-
mal number of latent topics varies for each domain
and reflects our insights from section 5.2. The CC
domain was shown to be the most diverse and the
best performance on the CC portion of the test set
is achieved with 100 topics. Likewise, the TED
domain was shown to be least diverse and here
the best performance is achieved with only 10 top-
ics. The best performance on the entire test set is
achieved with 50 topics, which is also the optimal
number of topics for the NC domain. The bot-
ton row of the table indicates the relative improve-
ment of the best topic-adapted model per domain
over the ALL model. Using all four topic-adapted
features yields an improvement of 0.81 BLEU on
the mixed test set. The highest improvement on a
given domain is achieved for TED with an increase
of 1.26 BLEU. The smallest improvement is mea-
sured on the NC domain. This is in line with the
observation that distributions in the NC in-domain
table are most similar to the ALL table, therefore
we would expect the smallest improvement for do-
main or topic adaptation. We used bootstrap re-
sampling (Koehn, 2004) to measure significance
on the mixed test set and marked all statistically
significant results compared to the respective base-
lines with asterisk (*: p≤ 0.01).
To demonstrate the benefit of topic adaptation
over more standard domain adaptation approaches
for a diverse data set, we show the performance
Model Mixed CC NC TED
FILLUP -27.12 19.36 29.78 32.71
LIN-TM -27.24 19.61 29.87 32.73
pLDA *27.67 20.40 30.04 33.08
>FILLUP +0.55 +1.04 +0.26 +0.37
>LIN-TM +0.43 +0.79 +0.17 +0.35
Table 7: Comparison of best pLDA system with
two domain-aware benchmark systems.
Model Mixed CC NC TED
LIN-LM
+ ALL -27.16 19.71 29.77 32.46
+ FILLUP -27.20 19.37 29.84 32.90
+ LIN-TM -27.34 19.59 29.92 33.02
+ pLDA *27.84 20.48 30.03 33.57
>ALL +0.68 +0.77 +0.26 +1.11
Table 8: Combination of all models with addi-
tional LM adaptation (pLDA: 50 topics).
of two state-of-the-art domain-adapted systems in
Table 7. Both FILLUP and LIN-TM improve over
the ALL model on the mixed test set, by 0.26 and
0.38 BLEU respectively. The largest improvement
is on TED while on the CC domain, FILLUP de-
creases in performance and LIN-TM yields no im-
provement either. This shows that relying on in-
domain distributions for adaptation to a noisy and
diverse domain like CC is problematic. The pLDA
model yields the largest improvement over the
domain-adapted systems on the CC test set, with
in increase of 1.04 BLEU over FILLUP and 0.79
over LIN-TM. The improvements on the other two
domains are smaller but consistent.
We also compare the best model from Table 6
to all other models in combination with linearly
interpolated language models (LIN-LM), interpo-
lated separately for each domain. Though the
improvements are slightly smaller than without
adapted language models, there is still a gain over
the concatenation baseline of 0.68 BLEU on the
mixed test set and similar improvements to before
over the benchmarks (on TED the improvements
are actually even larger). Thus, we have shown
that topic-adaptation is effective for test sets of
diverse documents and that we can achieve sub-
stantial improvements even in comparison with
domain-adapted translation and language models.
6.3 Properties of adapted distributions and
topic-specific translations
The first column of Table 9 shows the average en-
tropy of phrase table entries in the adapted models
according to p(t|s,d) versus the all-domain model,
computed over source tokens in the test set that
are content words. The entropy decreases in the
adapted tables in all cases which is an indicator
that the distributions over translations of content
Set Model Avg entropy Avg perplexity
CC pLDA 3.74 9.21ALL 3.99 10.13
NC pLDA 3.42 6.96ALL 3.82 7.51
TED pLDA 3.33 9.17ALL 4.00 9.71
Table 9: Average entropy of translation distribu-
tions and test set perplexity of the adapted model.
régime
topic 6 diet = 0.79 diet aids = 0.04
topic 8 regime* = 0.82 rule = 0.05
topic 19 restrictions = 0.53 diplomats = 0.10
noyau
topic 9 nucleus* = 0.89 core = 0.01
topic 11 core* = 0.93 inner = 0.03
topic 19 kernel = 0.58 core = 0.11
démon
topic 6 devil = 0.89 demon = 0.07
topic 8 demon* = 0.98 devil = 0.01
topic 19 daemon = 0.95 demon = 0.04
Table 10: The two most probable translations of
régime, noyau and démon and probabilities under
different latent topics (*: preferred by ALL).
words have become more peaked. The second col-
umn shows the average perplexity of target tokens
in the test set which is a measure of how likely a
model is to produce words in the reference trans-
lation. We use the alignment information between
source and reference and therefore limit our anal-
ysis to pairs of aligned words, but nevertheless
this shows that the adapted translation distribu-
tions model the test set distributions better than the
baseline model. Therefore, the adapted distribu-
tions are not just more peaked but also more often
peaked towards the correct translation.
Table 10 shows examples of ambiguous French
words that have different preferred translations de-
pending on the latent topic. The word régime can
be translated as diet, regime and restrictions and
the model has learned that the probability over
translations changes when moving from one topic
to another (preferred translations under the ALL
model are marked with *). For example, the trans-
lation to diet is most probable under topic 6 and
the translation to regime which would occur in
a political context is most probable under topic
8. Topic 6 is most prominent among Ted docu-
ments while topic 8 is found most frequently in
News Commentary documents which have a high
percentage of politically related text. The French
word noyau can be translated to nucleus (physics),
core (generic) and kernel (IT) among other trans-
lations and the topics that exhibit these preferred
translations can be attributed to Ted (which con-
tains many talks about physics), NC and CC (with
Src: “il suffit d’éjecter le noyau et d’en insérer un autre, comme ce qu’on fait pour le clônage.”
BL: “it is the nucleus eject and insert another, like what we do to the clônage.”
pLDA: “he just eject the nucleus and insert another, like what we do to the clônage.” (nucleus = 0.77)
Ref: “you can just pop out the nucleus and pop in another one, and that’s what you’ve all heard about with cloning.”
Src: “pourtant ceci obligerait les contribuables des pays de ce noyau à fournir du capital au sud”
BL: “but this would force western taxpayers to provide the nucleus of capital in the south”
pLDA: “but this would force western taxpayers to provide the core of capital in the south” (core = 0.78)
Ref: “but this would unfairly force taxpayers in the core countries to provide capital to the south”
Src: “le noyau contient de nombreux pilotes, afin de fonctionner chez la plupart des utilisateurs.”
BL: “the nucleus contains many drivers, in order to work for most users.”
pLDA: “the kernel contains many drivers, to work for most users.” (kernel = 0.53)
Ref: “the precompiled kernel includes a lot of drivers, in order to work for most users.”
Figure 4: pLDA correctly translates noyau in test docs from Ted, NC and CC (adapted probabilities in
brackets). The baseline (nucleus = 0.27, core = 0.27, kernel = 0.23) translates all instances to nucleus.
many IT-related documents). The last example,
démon, has three frequent translations in English:
devil, demon and daemon. The last translation
refers to a computer process and would occur in an
IT context. The topic-phrase probabilities reveal
that its mostly likely translation as daemon occurs
under topic 19 which clusters IT-related phrase
pairs and is frequent in the CC corpus. These
examples show that our model can disambiguate
phrase translations using latent topics.
As another motivating example, in Figure 4 we
compare the output of our adapted models to the
output produced by the all-domain baseline for the
word noyau from Table 10. While the ALL base-
line translates each instance of noyau to nucleus,
the adapted model translates each instance differ-
ently depending on the inferred topic mixtures for
each document and always matches the reference
translation. The probabilities in brackets show
that the chosen translations were indeed the most
likely under the respective adapted model. While
the ALL model has a flat distribution over pos-
sible translations, the adapted models are peaked
towards the correct translation. This shows that
topic-specific translation probabilities are neces-
sary when the translation of a word shifts between
topics or domains and that peaked, adapted distri-
butions can lead to more correct translations.
7 Related work
There has been a lot of previous work using topic
information for SMT, most of it using monolin-
gual topic models. For example, Gong and Zhou
(2011) use the topical relevance of a target phrase,
computed using a mapping between source and
target side topics, as an additional feature in de-
coding. Axelrod et al. (2012) build topic-specific
translation models from the TED corpus and se-
lect topic-relevant data from the UN corpus to im-
prove coverage. Su et al. (2012) perform phrase
table adaptation in a setting where only monolin-
gual in-domain data and parallel out-of-domain
data are available. Eidelman et al. (2012) use
topic-dependent lexical weights as features in the
translation model, which is similar to our work
in that topic features are tuned towards useful-
ness of topic information and not towards a tar-
get domain. Hewavitharana et al. (2013) per-
form dynamic adaptation with monolingual top-
ics, encoding topic similarity between a conversa-
tion and training documents in an additional fea-
ture. This is similar to the work of Banchs and
Costa-jussà (2011), both of which inspired our
document similarity feature. Also related is the
work of Sennrich (2012a) who explore mixture-
modelling on unsupervised clusters for domain
adaptation and Chen et al. (2013) who compute
phrase pair features from vector space representa-
tions that capture domain similarity to a develop-
ment set. Both are cross-domain adaptation ap-
proaches, though. Instances of multilingual topic
models outside the field of MT include Boyd-
Graber and Blei (2009; Boyd-Graber and Resnik
(2010) who learn cross-lingual topic correspon-
dences (but do not learn conditional distributions
like our model does). In terms of model structure,
our model is similar to BiTAM (Zhao and Xing,
2006) which is an LDA-style model to learn topic-
based word alignments. The work of Carpuat and
Wu (2007) is similar to ours in spirit, but they pre-
dict the most probable translation in a context at
the token level while our adaptation operates at the
type level of a document.
8 Conclusion
We have presented a novel bilingual topic model
based on LDA and applied it to the task of transla-
tion model adaptation on a diverse French-English
data set. Our model infers topic distributions over
phrase pairs to compute document-specific trans-
lation probabilities and performs dynamic adap-
tation on test documents of unknown origin. We
have shown that our model outperforms a concate-
nation baseline and two domain-adapted bench-
mark systems with BLEU gains of up to 1.26 on
domain-specific test set portions and 0.81 overall.
We have also shown that a combination of topic-
adapted features performs better than each feature
in isolation and that these gains are additive. An
analysis of the data revealed that topic adaptation
compares most favourably to domain adaptation
when the domain in question is rather diverse.
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